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ISE Notices

Date

30th March 2017

This notice confirms the Irish Stock Exchange’s (ISE) arrangements for on exchange trade
reporting of off order book deals in the Irish market under MiFID II.

Background
Under MiFID II 1, the ISE will be required to publish all trades that take place in shares on its Main
Securities Market (MSM: a Regulated Market) and also on its Enterprise Securities Market (ESM:
a multilateral trading facility (MTF)). All on exchange trades, i.e. both order book executions
(automatically published) and off order book executions reported to the ISE, are subject to this
requirement.

In the Irish market, member firms already trade report off order book deals in MSM and ESM
shares to the ISE. These off order book deals are on exchange, executed under the ISE’s
Member Firm Rules, subject to market surveillance and published to the market by the ISE.

Trade reporting obligations under MiFID II
By continuing to trade report off order book deals in MSM and ESM securities to the ISE, these
executions will remain under the Member Firm Rules (i.e. on exchange) and will continue to be
published to the market by the ISE in line with MiFID II requirements.

The Member Firm Rules will continue to allow either the buying or the selling member firm to
trade report when an on exchange, off order book execution takes place between two member
firms. The Member Firm Rules will also continue to allow a member firm to trade report when an
on exchange, off order book execution takes place with a client, regardless of whether the
member firm is buying or selling. There will therefore be no trade reporting obligations on the
client when an on exchange, off order book execution in a MSM or ESM share is trade reported
to the ISE under MiFID II.

Under MiFID II, the term ‘OTC’ applies to trading which takes place outside the rules of any
trading venue. Member firms are reminded that the on exchange executions outlined above are
distinct from off exchange ‘OTC’ deals and, therefore, the related ‘OTC’ trade reporting
obligations on investment firms do not apply.

1

MiFID II and MiFIR will be effective from 3rd January 2018
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New trade reporting system
As previously announced in ISE Notice 01/17, the ISE will be migrating to a new MiFID IIcompliant trade reporting system which will ensure market readiness in advance of MiFID II
implementation. We can now confirm the new system will launch on 4th December 2017. This
migration will ensure that the full suite of MiFID II-compliant, on exchange trade flags are
available to member firms, as well as other ISE trade flags, for use when trade reporting (as
listed in Appendix I).

The ISE is continuing to work closely with Deutsche Börse on the

development of the new system and will provide further information to member firms as it
becomes available. The technical FIX specification will be provided to member firms next week.

For any queries in relation to on exchange trade reporting under MiFID II, or the new MiFID IIcompliant trade reporting service, please e-mail isexetra@ise.ie or contact us directly.
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Appendix I – Off order book trade flags available at the ISE under MiFID II
Flag

Name

‘BENC’

Benchmark transactions flag

‘ACTX’

Agency cross transactions flag

‘SDIV’

Special dividend transaction flag

‘LRGS’

Post-trade large in scale transaction flag

‘NLIQ’

Negotiated transaction in liquid financial instruments flag

‘OILQ’

Negotiated transaction in illiquid financial instruments flag

‘PRIC’

Negotiated transaction subject to conditions other than the
current market price flag

‘AH’

After Hours Trade

‘BB’

Broker to Broker Trade

‘CP’

Connected Party Trade

‘LT’

Late Trade

‘OT’

Ordinary Trade

‘RP’

Riskless Principal

‘SS’

Special Settlement
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